PIN regional conference – Chicago 2018

Program

9.00 – 9.30: Welcome and briefing on the status of the PIN project,
http://www.carlsbergfondet.dk/en/Forskningsaktiviteter/Forskningsprojekter/Semper%20Ardens%20forskningsprojekter/Klaus%20Bruhn%20Jensen_The%20Peoples%20Internet

9.30 – 10.30: Presentations by participants
   • W. Russell Neuman: "The Next Big Thing: The Internet Disappears"
   • Lee Rainie: “Trust, Facts, and Democracy”

10.30-10.45: Coffee break

10.45 – 12.30: Presentations (continued)
   • Rich Ling: “Internet and media use in Myanmar”
   • John Downey: “The Peoples’ Internet and the UK”
   • Rikke Frank Jørgensen: “Platforms and Human Rights”

12.30 – 13.30 Lunch

13.30 – 16.00 The PIN survey (coffee break included)
   • Status and preliminary findings (Copenhagen team)
   • Research themes – comparative and national
   • Publication plans – joint and individual

19.30: Dinner in town

Friday November 30

9.00 – 9.30: PIN fieldwork – presentations by PIN PhD students

9.30 – 10.30: Mapping internet infrastructures – the case of Denmark
   • How to map internet businesses – relevant data sources, automated and document-based
   • Media systems theory as a point of departure
   • Outline of deliverables

10.30 – 10.45: Coffee break

10.45 – 12.30: Mapping internet infrastructures in the PIN countries
   • Harsh Taneja & Angela Wu: “Web infrastructures and web usage patterns”
• Themes for mapping the Internet – and internets around the world
• Data sources
• Best practices from sub-fields of communication / other fields

12.30 – 13.30: Lunch

13.30 – 15.30: Internet traffic measurements
• Examples of findings from similar projects
• Research questions
• Data bases in use in PIN

15.30 – 16.00: Thank you & wrap-up